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Why do we have eyebrows? What's a black hole and what happens if you fall into one? What's the

fastest a human is capable of running? Why do wet fingers stick to metal in the freezer? Where is

the deepest point on Earth? Divided by subject area - humans, animals, environment/nature,

technology, and space - and written in an upbeat manner, each answer is accompanied by either a

photo or an illustration to show the reasons why. Of course, "Time for Kids" goes beyond answering

the question by dipping into the science or history to further explain the answer in an easy-to-follow,

straightforward manner. This is a must -have book to satisfy the most curious of kids and provokes

a great way to encourage interest and knowledge about a wide range of subjects, as well as to

stimulate reading. Kids will be desperate to share what they've learned with their parents, teachers,

and friends...and anyone else who will listen.
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Bought this for my 5-year-old little boy (who questions everything) for his birthday. My 10 and 7 year

olds now race to try to be the one to read it to him for bedtime stories...And I actually enjoy reading

it to him too...because it's interesting for all of us! :)



For the life of me, please tell me why... If you have toddlers you need this book. It gets the reading

like they have never read before. My children love to learn new things but reading is not high on

their bucket list. I've tried to motivate them by reading to them and letting them read to me. My

children are so shocked that Daddy doesn't know everything. It won't answer all of their questions

but it's a very good start.

This is a very very good book because Why is the most popular question phrase that my eight year

old thinks of. Partly because it opens up to many categories with interesting facts and he also the

book gives you facts in little sections that are very organized and that is why he likes this book. He

likes the technology section the most because tech is what his grandfather does and he can show

grandpa what he's been learning, too. And, that's why this book is an awesome book.

This was purchased for my son, age 9, who is very interested in why things work, happen, etc. This

book will, hopefully, help answer his questions. Although I would like to think I know EVERYTHING,

I dont, so I have actually learned a thing or two as well. I am also picking one up for his school

classroom, I think his classmates will love it.Great investment! Pick one up today.... It might save

you some headache of googling everything.

This asks ridiculous questions a child would already know themselves, like what makes the trees

move?... the wind. I was ready to tear my hair out. Do they think our kids are that stupid??? Ok, so

they did expound and actually teach some interesting facts, but the questions they ask do not

inspire and are actually really insulting. Why not ask a question that captivates ones mind like,

"where does wind come from?" or "what makes the wind blow?". Seriously, what make trees move?

The book just might have some better questions, but this was the first one I flipped to and I tossed it

in a corner, I was so mad. This is why you should only buy used books on .

We decided to get this for our very curious 10-year-old. You know how they always ask, "why is

this," or "why is that?" Well then parents, this book is actually pretty great. We are buying the other

books of this collection.

Made a great Christmas gift for all of the kids and although it wasn't considered a "fun" gift, sitting

and reading with them made this a very fun entertaining gift because it engaged all of us in

conversation. We keep this book on our coffee table and it still makes constant conversation when



guests come over and never gets boring.

If you have one of those kids that asks a ton of off the wall questions, this book is for them! I found

that it encourages reading, and curiosity in children of all ages (me included).
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